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Abstract: Anomaly Detection on Facebook images plays 

a key role on identification of anomalous or behavioural 

analysis of Facebook. It targets detection of quality, 

violence, perfection of the images of the Facebook. Using 

specific Artificial Neural network algorithm of the 

machine learning detection of the anomalous images is 

performed by the project. Convolution neural network 

algorithm with 5 layers has been selected in this project 

to detect some of the anomalous images from a large 

dataset of the images downloaded from the Facebook. 

The total dataset of the images is divided into 3 parts 

such as train dataset, validation dataset, and Test 

dataset. The accuracy of the algorithm depends on the 

volume of the training dataset. The larger training 

dataset gives more accurate results compare to the 

smaller dataset. 

Kernel matrix has been formed from the RGB pixel of 

the images downloaded from Facebook.Each image have 

kernel matrix. From the kernel matrix algorithm is 

being trained. The objective of the project is to detect 

quality, violence and perfection of downloaded images 

from the Facebook which intern detect the activities and 

behaviour of the user. 

 

Keywords: Anomaly Detection, Facebook, Online Social 

Networks, Ensemble algorithm.  

----------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

I. Introduction 

 
 Activities in social network is increasing day 

by day. Pictures uploading, posting comments to the 

uploaded pictures, likesare the measure activities of 

the social media.Facebook being the most preferred 

Social media to upload pictures, upload video, posting 

likes for the friends picture, comment. Along with the 

pictures user have malicious entities in their account. 

Modern society is use OSN (Online Social Network) 

such as Facebook, twitter in all sphere of life. Among 

all the OSN’s Facebook is the widely used by the 

users. The activities of the images uploaded by the 

various users’ .The analysis of the images determine 

the anomalous activities in social media and it helps to 

determine the behaviour the user account in the social 

media. The anomalous users can help to determine 

easily the activity and the behaviour of the posts and 

the users. 

Among all the social media’s Facebook is the popular 

social media which is mostly used to upload pictures, 

likes and comments given by the friend of the user. 

It’s mostly used by the users. Along with active users  

 

Some of the abnormal behaviour users are also 

present. Determining anomalous activities of the users 

from the image posted to the Facebook. Sharing 

picture among friends, giving like on the images 

posted by the friend can be done by the users. 

Anomalies also called abnormalities from the normal 

images. Detection of the anomalous activities from the 

images posted by the different user is the main 

objective of the project. Facebook is the social media 

which is widely used by the people now a days.  The 

number of Facebook users in 2008 was 100 million 

and 2017 it has reached to  1968million and half of the 

Facebook users have 200 friends[2][21]. 

 

Facebook is the social media, widely used by the 

people, along with its posts and activitiesalso 

associated with it.Anomalous behaviour of Facebook 

can be determined by the analysis of the activities 

posts which in turn determine behaviour of the userin 

it.Spreading of fake news and spam messages about 

user are the malicious activities in social media like 

Facebook. The behavioural change of the user account 

will influence society. Images posted by the user taken 

into account to determine behaviour and activities the 

user. If there is an anomalous activity in the image 

posted by some user then it’ll influence other users in 

the community. Analysis of the images of the 

Facebook post, to determine anomalous activity in 

community is difficult. 

 

Politicians and celebrities mostly use Facebook pages 

to post news and to communicate with the community. 

Different types of posts are getting communicate 

among the community in Facebook. Images are one of 

the way to communicate. So analysis on images 

posted will help to determine the activities of the 

community to which that images belong to. The 

analysis of the images determine the normal or 

abnormality in the activity .The abnormality in the 

image analysis will help to identify malicious 

activities of the users in the Facebook. 

 

Facebook images are used here to determine the 

malicious activities. The dataset of images is collected 

from the Facebook posts using Graph API. The idea is 

to determine malicious activities using machine 

learning algorithms for analysis of the images. The 

violent activities can be determined applying artificial 

neural network algorithm on the images collected 

from the Facebook. Anomaly detection is the 

processing of the dataset to detect anomalous data in 

the dataset which intern detect the users involved in 
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the anomalous activities in the Facebook. According 

to this paper model is trained through the 

Convolutional Neural Network machine learning 

algorithm to detect violence, nonviolence activities 

and quality of the images. 

A.FACEBOOK GRAPH API 

As a popular OSN service Facebook provides various 

features to communicate socially such as post photo, 

video, Facebook live, comment to the posts, reaction 

to the posts. The graph API is the primary way to get 

data out off and to put data into the Facebook platform 

[33].To query data programmatically, upload photos 

,post new stories in Facebook low level http-based 

API is used in graph api. Information in Facebook 

composed of three parts such as node, edges, and 

fields. The Facebook graph api allowed developers to 

access pretty much same data as regular 

user[33].Friends information can’t provide by the API 

unless the permission of API from them.Facebook 

graph API defines a set of permissions to access one’s 

profile data [33][34].Permission of the Graph API 

changes from version to version. Facebook respects 

privacy of their users and allow data to be collected 

only on explicit users’ permission [34]. 

 

B. CNN Machine Learning Algorithm 
 
Algorithms of machine learning helps to analyse 

dataset, train the model with the data set and test the 

scenario with accuracy. Multiple disciplines such as 

statistics, computer science, and psychology are 

involved in the multidisciplinary research of machine 

learning algorithms. There are three types of machine 

learning algorithm such as supervised, unsupervised, 

reinforcement. ANN used for the classification 

problem.The technique of connected network with 

weighted edge is being implemented in machine 

learning using ANN algorithm. The ability of neural 

network to make adjustment in structure of network 

and its learning ability by altering the weight make it 

useful in the field of artificial intelligence [35]. 

CNN is a feedforward neural network which is used 

widely in pattern recognition and image 

processing.CNN is a type of ANN.voice analysis and 

image processing can be done using CNN algorithm.  

 

The proposed system detects anomalous Facebook 

images using image processing algorithm like 

CNN.The violent activities and image quality analysed 

using five layered convolutional neural network. It has 

many features such as simple structure, less training 

parameters and adaptability [36].Its weight shared 

network structure make it more similar to biological 

neural network which reduces the complexity of the 

network model and number of weights [36].Each 

convolution layer in the convolutional neural network 

is followed by a computing layer which is used to 

calculate the local average and unique two feature 

extraction structure reduces the resolution[36].Two 

dimensional image information is identified by the 

special design multi-layered perceptron. 

II.RELATED WORK  

The main objective of machine learning algorithm is 

to imitate human learning concept to get faster result. 

There are three types of machine learning algorithm 

supervised, unsupervised and reinforcement. 

Agriculture, cognitive applications, natural language 

processing uses supervised algorithms. Robotics, 

Traffic light control are the applications of 

reinforcement. 

Anomaly detection is the detection of the unusual 

behaviours or event in a dataset. It’s used for the 

purpose of fraud detection, fault detection, intrusion 

detection, and system health monitoring and event 

detection. Detecting anomalous activities in social 

media will help to detect the compromised and 

legitimate account. 

 Facebook is an OSN (online social network) which is 

used by every age group people in the society. Events 

which make news also causes anomaly in the social 

media. The post in the Facebook can be analysed by 

its history and the user. The detection of the 

anomalous images in the Facebook can be done using 

specific artificial neural network algorithm. Analysis 

of the images uses the features of the images into 

account. Facebook has its own immune system to 

safeguard its user from the unwanted malicious 

content [37][24].Facebook’s immune system is based 

on four design principles, viz. quick detection and 

response, covering a board and evolving interface, 

sharing signals across channels and classification in 

real time [24].Unwanted spam, malicious content, 

compromised account, phishing exist in the Facebook 

despite of the immune system deployed. Analysis of 

social influence is complex in nature, quantifying the 

strength of the reaction to the posts is challenging 

[21]. 

 Anomalous activities in the Facebook identified 

through the images. Detection of anomalous images 

among the dataset of images from the Facebook will 

identify the anomalous activities in the Facebook. The 

accounts involved in the anomalous activities and the 

compromised accounts can be found out. An account 

is considered compromised if the difference of a new 

click stream does not fall within the variance 

estimated on the user’s click-stream history [23].The 

greatest advantage of representation learning is being 

able to learning features directly from raw data, and 

the successful application of deep learning in image 

classification domainhas sufficiently proved it 

[30].For detection of anomalous activities using image 

from Facebook utilizes various features of the images 

which is collected from the Facebook as a dataset.  

In this paper we are motivated by the Image 

featurewhich is used to determine the quality and the 

violent activity of the images from the dataset using 

CNN algorithm.CNN is mainly used to identify 

displacement, zoom and other forms of distorting  
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invariance of two-dimensional graphics. The special 

structure of the CNN’s local shared weights makes it 

have a unique advantage in image processing [36]. 
 

III. METHODOLOGY 

 

A.Data Set 

The data of images is collected from the Facebook to 

form a dataset. Data collection from the Facebook 

uses the principle of Graph APIof Facebook. The 

developed code to collect specific type of image from 

the Facebookwhereas Graph API collected data in 

bulk. The images collected from the Facebook using 

different methodologies cannot be used as a dataset 

directly. 

The collected images is being pre-processed manually 

according to the model requirement. After pre-

processing the data’s are images only. The image data 

is further divided to the dataset according to model 

requirement. 

Dataset for violence image detection:-There are five 

dataset of images are required for training of 

algorithm. The pixel of the images are high to fit in to 

the allocated space and it’ll take time while training 

the algorithm using high pixel images.so images are 

reduced into less pixel using matrix. Different object 

used in the images  

for violence will create different dataset. All the 

images collected from Facebook only violence object 

images will form a dataset.The dataset is divided into 

three categories, training, testing and validation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Training, testing and validation follows ratio of 

seventy, twenty and ten percentage of the total dataset. 

Data set for blur image detection:-The blur images 

form one different dataset. The blur image data of the 

Facebook used to find the quality of the images posted  

by the user to the Facebook. The other datasets used to 

detect violence or nonviolence activities. Resolution 

of the images reduced to 360 x 360.The ratio of 

training, testing and validation is same as that of the 

blur dataset. 

B. Modules 

The implementation of project is divided into two 

modules .One module has to detect violence and 

nonviolence images from the dataset and other module 

is used to detect blur images present. 

Violence image detection module: The dataset is 

append into an array of images .There are two 

variables dependent and independent .Dependent 

variable will be represented in the form of 

independent variable. In this module algorithm 

searches for the edge of the violent objects hold in the 

image. According to the edges of the images the 

image will be identified as a violent or nonviolent 

images. 

According to the implementation of the module the 

images from dataset stored in a array format. 

Theimage resolution in represented in the form of 

height, width and dimensions. CNN violence models 

to trainand test with each input image from the 

dataset. Each input image from the dataset will pass it 

through a series of convolution layers with filters 

(kernels), pooling, fullyconnected layers and softmax 

 

                  Fig 1: Data flow diagram of proposed system   

 

    Fig 2:Model of Anomaly detection on images 
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function can be applied to classify an object with 

probabilistic values 0 and 1.  

In CNN algorithm there are four layers to convert 

image into the form of matrix in the form of full 

control layer. Input layer is taking the dependent 

variable, after undergone by four layer processing 

such as relu, pooling, and convolution ReLu, and 

pooling layer .The output of the pooling layer is 

connected to the Full convolution layer. Input variable 

x is input through the input layer of the convolution 

neural network. The output layer contain the 

dependent variable y as an output. 

ReLu stands for Rectified Linear Unit for a non-linear 

operationf(x) =max (0, x).performance of the ReLu is 

better than tanh and sigmoid. 

Pooling layer: Pooling layer reduces the number of 

parameter when the image is too large. There are 

variety type of pooling such as max pooling, average 

pooling and sum pooling. 

Fully Connected layer: Fully connected layer is the 

layer where matrix flattened into vector and feed into 

neural network. The output of the fully control model 

is transferred to the network.  

Hands, hand with violence objects such as axe, gun, 

knife and hammer images are used to train violence 

model. The violence images are getting detected after 

training of the algorithm. The accuracy of the 

algorithm is represented through ROC graph .The 

accuracy of the output depend on the number of 

images used to train the algorithm. 

 

Blur image detection module: 

Blur image detection is follow the same procedure as 

violence image detection. In this case algorithm search 

for the edges of the image .The image which doesn’t 

contain any edges in it is detected as a blur image.The 

algorithm is being trained by both the normal and blur 

images to detect blur image. When the algorithm is 

getting trained by both the original image and the blur 

image it can detect the blur image. The accuracy of the 

algorithm is represented using ROC graph .Number of 

images used to train to the algorithm determine 

accuracy of the algorithm. 

 

 

IV. IMPLEMENTATION 

 

Implementation of the project involves software such 

as python, Tensor flow, Keras. Python has APIs using 

which it is easy to implement image processing. 

Python has API to load the dataset images to the 

algorithm to do analysis on it. The data loaded to the 

neural network using APIs from Keras. The result of 

the project is displayed in the form of graphs which 

uses API of the python.   

A. Results and Analysis 

 Result will be displayed using four types of 

graphs such as accuracy, precision, Recall and F1 

Score.Confusion matrix is a table which is using test 

data to describe performance of the model. 

 

Accuracy: Accuracy of a model is to determine 

whether it being trained correctly or generally. It 

doesn’t give detailed information regarding its 

application [38].Accuracy can be represented in the 

form of 

 
Where truepositives represents positive prediction 

where as truenegatives negative prediction of the 

confusion matrix form during the training of the 

model.Both the negative prediction and the positive 

prediction forms totalexample which is the total 

number of images in the dataset.The images is 

completely satisfy the condition and the images that 

doesn’t satisfy the condition . Accuracy of the blur 

image mode is 100%  where as accuracy of violence 

model is 71%.Depending on the number of images 

present in the dataset accuracy of the model is being 

calculated.violence model is combination of four 

submodels .Accuracy of the violence model is 

calculated as the combination of all the sub models. 

Precision:Precision defined as the proportion of the  

positive identification actually correct.If falsepositives 

is equal to zero then precision is equal to 1.The images 

which satisfy the condition of the algorithm that 

belong to truepositive category and which doesn’t 

satisfy is belong to  false positive.It is the fraction of 

the relevant document retrieved. 
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Recall:Fraction of the relevant images that are 

successfully retived is represented by recall.Recall 

helps when the cost of falsenegatives are high. 

 

 
F1 Score: F1 is an overall measure of a model’s 

accuracy that combines precision and recall. F1 score 

means that you have low false positives and low false  

negatives. An F1 score is perfect when the value 

equals to 1, whereas model is total failure while it’s 

0.[38].It is represented as weighted average of 

precision and recall. 

 
F1 score of the violence and blur model represented 

separately .Violence and blur model has separate 

confusion matrix to determine the values of precision 

and recall. 

 

  V.CONCLUSION 
In this paper, anamoly detection of the Facebook 

images using convolutional neural network (CNN) 

is proposed.CNN algorithm is an efficient algorithm 

for anomaly detection on images as compare to other 

machine learning algorithms. Anomalous activities of 

the Facebook can be determined by the anomalous 

images.  CNN algorithm has a kernel which 

significantly smaller than theinput and simplifies the 

number of computation required to train the model. 

This algorithm focus to the relevant features of the 

input image for which it require fewer parameter. 

Weight sharing is another important feature of the 

CNN algorithm which helps in reducing memory as 

compared to other algorithms. The datasets are formed 

to avoid outfitting on CNN algorithm. There are two 

data sets such as violence dataset to detect violence 

activities and blur dataset to detect quality of images. 

The violence dataset detect for images with axe, gun, 

hammer and knife which intern detect the violence 

activities. The blur image dataset compares original 

image quality with blur image which intern detect blur 

image. 

The proposed system detect two types of anomalous 

activities .There are other types of anomalous 

activities which will validate in future work. 
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